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ABSTRACT

RNA hydrolysis presents problems in manufacturing,
long-term storage, world-wide delivery and in vivo
stability of messenger RNA (mRNA)-based vaccines
and therapeutics. A largely unexplored strategy to re-
duce mRNA hydrolysis is to redesign RNAs to form
double-stranded regions, which are protected from
in-line cleavage and enzymatic degradation, while
coding for the same proteins. The amount of stabi-
lization that this strategy can deliver and the most ef-
fective algorithmic approach to achieve stabilization
remain poorly understood. Here, we present simple
calculations for estimating RNA stability against hy-
drolysis, and a model that links the average unpaired
probability of an mRNA, or AUP, to its overall hydrol-
ysis rate. To characterize the stabilization achievable
through structure design, we compare AUP optimiza-
tion by conventional mRNA design methods to re-
sults from more computationally sophisticated algo-
rithms and crowdsourcing through the OpenVaccine
challenge on the Eterna platform. We find that ra-
tional design on Eterna and the more sophisticated
algorithms lead to constructs with low AUP, which
we term ‘superfolder’ mRNAs. These designs ex-
hibit a wide diversity of sequence and structure fea-
tures that may be desirable for translation, biophys-
ical size, and immunogenicity. Furthermore, their
folding is robust to temperature, computer model-
ing method, choice of flanking untranslated regions,
and changes in target protein sequence, as illus-
trated by rapid redesign of superfolder mRNAs for

B.1.351, P.1 and B.1.1.7 variants of the prefusion-
stabilized SARS-CoV-2 spike protein. Increases in in
vitro mRNA half-life by at least two-fold appear im-
mediately achievable.

INTRODUCTION

Messenger RNA (mRNA) molecules have shown promise
as vaccine candidates in the current COVID-19 pandemic
(1–3) and may enable a large number of new therapeutic
applications (4–6). However, a major limitation of mRNA
technologies is the inherent chemical instability of RNA.
mRNA manufacturing yields are reduced by degradation
during in vitro transcription; mRNA vaccines stored in so-
lution require in vitro stability, ideally over months un-
der refrigeration (7); RNA vaccines deployed in develop-
ing regions would benefit from increased in vitro stability
against high temperatures (8); and after being administered,
mRNA vaccines require stabilization against hydrolysis and
enzymatic degradation to sustain translation and immuno-
genicity in the human body (9).

RNA degradation depends on how prone the molecule is
to in-line hydrolytic cleavage and attack by nucleases, ox-
idizers and chemical modifiers in the RNA’s environment
(10–13). Amongst these degradation processes, in-line hy-
drolytic cleavage is a universal mechanism intrinsic to RNA.
Cleavage of an RNA backbone phosphodiester bond is ini-
tiated by deprotonation of the 2′-hydroxyl group of the ri-
bose moiety (14) (Figure 1A). The deprotonated hydroxyl
group attacks the phosphate to form a pentacoordinate
transition state. The formation of this transition state re-
lies on the RNA backbone being able to adopt a conforma-
tion where the 2′- hydroxyl group is in line with the leaving
5′ oxyanion. The 5′ oxyanion then departs, leaving behind
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Figure 1. (A) Hydrolysis of the phosphodiester bond in the RNA backbone bond. This mechanism proceeds via an ‘inline attack’ backbone conformation,
depicted in (B): the attacking 2′-hydroxyl group is in line with the phosphate group and the leaving 5′ oxygen. (C) Sequence schematics of all mRNA
design challenges in this work. (D) mRNAs designed by conventional means for therapeutics are prone to hydrolysis in regions that have high probability
of being unpaired (shown in yellow, left panel). A design for an mRNA vaccine encoding the prefusion-stabilized SARS-CoV-2 full spike protein (S-2P)
dramatically reduces the probability of being unpaired throughout the molecule (purple, right panel).

a 2′,3′-cyclic phosphate and a strand break in the RNA.
The same mechanism underlies the action of self-cleaving
ribozymes and protein-based nucleases, allowing this con-
formation to be characterized experimentally and visu-
alized in crystal structures (Figure 1B, structure from
(15)).

Hydrolysis sets a fundamental limit on the stability of
mRNA medicines and technologies. The World Health Or-
ganization’s target product profile for vaccines calls for for-
mulations that remain effective after a month under refrig-
eration (2–8˚C) (8). Deployment of mRNA vaccines for in-
fectious disease outbreaks like the current COVID-19 pan-
demic would benefit from taking advantage of existing sup-
ply networks for conventional attenuated vector vaccines,

which are set up for pre-filled syringes in saline buffer at
near-neutral pH under refrigeration (8). However, model
calculations of RNA hydrolysis as a function of pH, tem-
perature, and ionic concentration (16), highlight potential
problems for using the same supply networks for mRNA
vaccines. Under refrigerated transport conditions (‘cold-
chain’, 5◦C, phosphate-buffered saline, pH 7.4, no Mg2+)
(8), a naked RNA molecule encoding a SARS-CoV-2 spike
glycoprotein, with a length of ∼4000 nucleotides in bulk
solution would have a half-life of 900 days, with 98% in-
tact after 30 days, fitting the target product profile for vac-
cines from the World Health Organization. However, a tem-
perature excursion to 37◦C is predicted to lead to a half-
life reduced to 5 days, well under a month. Even if tem-
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perature can be maintained at 5◦C, RNAs encapsulated in
lipid formulations may be subject to increased hydrolysis if
the lipid’s cationic headgroups lower the pKa of the ribose
2-hydroxyl group (17,18). If pKa shifts as small as 2 units
occur, the predicted half-life reduces from 900 days to 10
days, again well under a month (Table 1). Beyond the above
considerations for a ∼4000 nt mRNA, the longer lengths
of RNA molecules (>12 000 nt RNA) being considered for
low-material-cost ‘self-amplifying’ mRNA (SAM) vaccines
(3,19) are expected to exacerbate inline hydrolysis. In all
conditions described above, the half-life for a SAM mRNA
will be reduced by a further 3-fold compared to a non-SAM
mRNA. As an example, if during storage or shipment at pH
7.4, the SAM vaccine of length 12 000 nts is subject to an
excursion of temperature to 37◦C for 2 days, the fraction of
functional, full-length mRNA remaining after that excur-
sion will drop to less than half of the starting RNA (Table
1). Beyond these calculations under storage and shipping
conditions, an mRNA vaccine is expected to be highly un-
stable during in vitro transcription and upon delivery into
the human body (half-lives reduced to hours due to pres-
ence of Mg2+ and physiological temperatures; Table 1). For
these reasons, it is desirable to explore principles by which
mRNA molecules might be designed to improve their sta-
bility against hydrolysis.

One largely unexplored design method to reduce RNA
hydrolysis that is largely independent of mRNA manufac-
turing, formulation, storage, and in vivo conditions is to
increase the degree of secondary structure present in the
RNA molecule. Hydrolysis has been found to be mitigated
by the presence of secondary structure, which restricts the
possible conformations the backbone can take and reduces
the propensity to form conformations prone to in-line at-
tack (20). Indeed, the technique of inline probing takes
advantage of the suppression of in-line hydrolysis within
double-stranded or otherwise structured regions to map
RNA structure (21).

Here, we report a theoretical framework and computa-
tional results indicating that structure-aware design should
enable immediate and significant COVID-19 mRNA vac-
cine stabilization. We present a principled model that links
an RNA molecule’s overall hydrolysis rate to base-pairing
probabilities, which are readily calculated in widely used
modeling packages (22–25). We define two metrics: the
summed unpaired probability of a molecule, or SUP, and
the average unpaired probability, or AUP, which is the SUP
normalized by sequence length. By conducting computa-
tional design tests using a variety of protein targets (Fig-
ure 1C) and a variety of mRNA design methods, we pro-
vide evidence that both crowdsourced rational design on
the Eterna platform and several optimization algorithms
are able to appreciably minimize AUP for the coding se-
quence (CDS) across a range of mRNA applications. We
compare these designs to solutions designed by minimizing
the predicted folding free energy of the minimum free energy
(MFE) structure, which can be achieved through an exact
algorithm (26,27), and demonstrate that the two minimiza-
tion problems are distinct and result in different constructs,
both for small enumerable systems and larger systems of in-
terest.

Our calculations predict that structure-optimizing de-
signs can achieve at least two-fold increases in estimated
mRNA half-life compared to conventional design methods
(Figure 1D), independent of the mRNA length. Our results
furthermore suggest that optimizing for mRNA half-life
can be carried out while retaining other desirable sequence
or structure properties of the mRNA, such as codon opti-
mality, maximum stem length, and compactness measures,
which may modulate in vivo mRNA translation and im-
mune response. The predicted structures of these molecules
are robust to a wide variety of perturbations, including tem-
perature excursions, addition of flanking untranslated re-
gions, and nonsynonymous changes in coding sequence,
leading us to term them ‘superfolder’ mRNAs.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Quantitative model for RNA hydrolysis

To predict the RNA degradation rates in Table 1, we used
a model presented in ref. (14) for an inherent rate for phos-
phodiester bond cleavage as a function of pH, temperature,
and ionic concentrations. The model is reproduced below:

kprojected = kbackground × 100.983(pH−6) × 10−0.24(3.16−[K+ ]/1 M)

×100.07(T−23◦C) × 69.3
[Mg2+]0.80

1 M
× 3.57

[K+]−0.419

1 M
,

where kbackground = 1.30 × 10−9 min–1, which represents
the model’s selected reference point: pH 6, 23◦C, [K+] =
3.17 M. The above equation was parametrized from mea-
surements with [Mg2+] concentrations between 0.005 and
0.01 M; for conditions with 0 M Mg2+, we omit the last
two terms.

Eterna puzzle deployment

Eterna puzzles were launched in a series of rounds that
gradually increased the complexity of the sequences de-
signed and the information provided, as outlined in Supple-
mentary Table S1. For all puzzles, the MFE structure cal-
culated in the default folding engine is displayed as partici-
pants design the mRNA molecule. For full-length spike pro-
tein sequences, the algorithm LinearPartition-V (28) was
used to calculate AUP. LinearPartition accelerates the base
pair probability calculation by using a beam search approx-
imation in the dynamic programming algorithm. The puz-
zle was set up for participants to design the full sequence at
once.

Generation of vendor-optimized sequences

The protein sequences for each target (Supplemen-
tary Table S2) were used to generate DNA se-
quences at Integrated DNA Technologies (IDT,
https://www.idtdna.com/CodonOpt), Twist Bio-
sciences (https://ecommerce.twistdna.com/app), and
GENEWIZ (https://clims4.genewiz.com/Toolbox/
CodonOptimization). For IDT and Twist Biosciences,
multiple possible sequences were generated for a given pro-
tein sequence, while the GENEWIZ design tool returned

https://www.idtdna.com/CodonOpt
https://ecommerce.twistdna.com/app
https://clims4.genewiz.com/Toolbox/CodonOptimization
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Table 1. Estimates for RNA degradation using the quantitative model presented by Li and Breaker (14) and the model for AUP presented in this work

Simulated condition (0.14 M [K+]) T (˚C) pH
[Mg2+]
(mM)

RNA length
(nucleotides) AUPa

Cleavage rate per molecule
(kdeg) (10–7 min–1)

Half-lifeb

(days)

Refrigerated supply chain (‘cold
chain’)

5 7.4 0 4000 0.4 5.1 941

Refrigerated supply chain, increased
length (SAM RNA)

5 7.4 0 12 000 0.4 15.3 314

Refrigerated supply chain, pKa
shifted by cationic formulation

5 9.4c 0 4000 0.4 470 10.2

Temperature excursion 37 7.4 0 4000 0.4 890 5.4
Manufacturing (in vitro
transcription)d

37 7.6 14 4000 0.4 57 000 0.084

Physiological 37 7.4 1e 4000 0.4 2000 2.4

aTypical average unpaired probability (AUP) of 0.4 estimated from conventional design methods studied in this work.
bCalculated as t1/2 = ln 2/kdeg.
cApparent pH at 2´ hydroxyl, simulating pKa shift of 2 units induced by complexation with cationic lipid.
d(62), with pH 7.9 of Tris-HCl buffer corrected from 25◦C to 37◦C.
e(63).

one possible optimized DNA/RNA sequence per protein
sequence.

Stochastic minimization of AUP in RiboTree

A Monte-Carlo tree search algorithm named RiboTree was
developed to stochastically minimize AUP for mRNA se-
quences. RiboTree uses the upper confidence bounds ap-
plied to trees (UCT) algorithm (29). The UCT loss func-
tion, as applied to the problem of sampling RNA sequences,
is

wi

ni
+ c

√
ln Ni

ni
, (1)

where wi is the total score considered for the node after the
ith move, ni is the total number of times the node was visited
after the ith move, and c is the exploration parameter, which
determines the tradeoff between depth and breadth search.
For minimizing AUP, moves consist of swapping synony-
mous codons and are accepted with a probability

p (i → j ) = e−β(AUP j −AUPi ), (2)

where AUPi and AUPj are the AUP values of states i and j ,
respectively, and β is a temperature parameter to control the
acceptance rate. Runs were terminated after 6000 iterations.
The RiboTree code is available for noncommercial use at
https://eternagame.org/about/software.

CDSFold

Solutions from CDSfold were obtained by running the
CDSfold algorithm source code with varying maximum
base-pairing distance. The CDSfold code is available at
https://github.com/gterai/CDSfold or at https://github.com/
eternagame/CDSfold SU.

LinearDesign

Solutions from LinearDesign were obtained using the Lin-
earDesign server (http://rna.baidu.com/) and inputting the
protein sequences given in Supplementary Table S2. A max-
imum beam size of 50 was used for prediction and the stan-
dard (Human) codon table.

Metric calculations

Structure prediction and ensemble-based calculations were
performed using LinearFold and LinearPartition with
ViennaRNA and CONTRAfold parameters. Secondary
structure features were calculated from predicted MFE
structures using RiboGraphViz (www.github.com/DasLab/
RiboGraphViz). The codon adaptation index (CAI) was
calculated as the geometric mean of the relative usage fre-
quency of codons along the length of the coding region, as
described in (30):

CAI = (�i = 2
Lwi )L−1; wi = fi /max

(
f j

)
, (3)

where fj represents the frequency of all codons coding for
amino acid at position i.

Structure visualization

RNA secondary structures were visualized using
draw RNA (www.github.com/DasLab/draw rna) and Ri-
boGraphViz (www.github.com/DasLab/RiboGraphViz).

RESULTS

A biophysical model for RNA degradation

Previous studies have explored the design of mRNA
molecules with increased predicted base-pairing (26,27),
as evaluated by the predicted folding free energy of the
mRNA’s most stable structure, but it is unclear if this met-
ric is the correct one when improving stability of an RNA
against degradation. Our computational studies are based
on a principled model of RNA degradation that suggests an
alternative metric. The rate at which an RNA is hydrolyzed
is a property of the equilibrium probability that each nu-
cleotide is in an unpaired state, leaving its 3′ phosphodiester
linkage vulnerable to adopting the inline attack conforma-
tion (Figure 1B). A full derivation of this model, presented
in Supporting Information, assumes that the degradation
rate of a paired or unpaired nucleotide follows first-order
kinetics (analogous to models developed for incorporating
structure probing data (31–33)). We introduce the SUP as
a readily calculated observable that is directly related to

https://eternagame.org/about/software
https://github.com/gterai/CDSfold
https://github.com/eternagame/CDSfold_SU
http://rna.baidu.com/
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an RNA molecule’s overall rate of cleavage. For an RNA
molecule of length N, the SUP is defined as

SUP =
∑N

i
punpaired(i ) =

∑N

i=1

[
1 −

∑N

j=1
p(i : j )

]
.

(4)

The term punpaired(i ) can be predicted in most widely-
used RNA secondary structure prediction packages, which
output base pair probabilities p(i : j ), the probability that
bases i and j are paired.

The total rate of cleavage may be approximated as
this measure, the sum of unpaired probabilities across
all nucleotides of the RNA, multiplied by a constant
kcleavage

unpaired that reflects the average cleavage rate of an
unpaired nucleotide.

kcleavage
overall = kcleavage

unpaired × SUP. (5)

We may also write Equation (5) in terms of the AUP, de-
fined as

AUP = 1
N

N∑
i

punpaired(i ) = 1
N

SUP, (6)

which results in

kcleavage
overall = kcleavage

unpaired × N × AUP. (7)

Equation (7) makes explicit that the total rate scales with
the sum of the unpaired probabilities of the RNA’s nu-
cleotides – longer RNA molecules are expected to degrade
faster in proportion to their length.

The AUP value is a number between 0 and 1 that reflects
the overall ‘unstructuredness’ of the RNA, and accounts for
unpaired regions in any secondary structure motif. Lower
values correspond to lower probability of being unpaired,
and therefore RNA molecules less susceptible to degrada-
tion. Under this model, it becomes possible to computation-
ally study the question of how much an RNA might be sta-
bilized if it is redesigned to form stable secondary structures,
which we describe next.

Small mRNA models reveal discrepancy in sequences opti-
mized for SUP vs. sequences optimized for codon optimality
or minimum folding free energy

To investigate the possible dynamic range in degradation
lifetimes for mRNA, we started with mRNA design prob-
lems that were small enough to be tractable, i.e., all mRNA
sequences that code for the target amino acid sequence
could be directly enumerated and studied. We selected a col-
lection of short peptide tags that are commonly appended
or prepended to proteins to enable purification or imag-
ing: His tags of varying lengths, human influenza hemag-
glutinin (HA) tag, Strep-tag II, FLAG fusion tag, and Myc
tag sequences (34). We enumerated all the mRNA sequences
that encode each protein. To estimate the possible range of
improvement of stability that might be achieved through
structure-award design, we calculated the ratio of AUP
obtained between the average of conventionally designed
mRNA sequences obtained from commercial vendor web-
sites and the minimum AUP solution for tag proteins. We

found fold-changes in AUP ranging from 1.27 to 2.23-fold,
which, in our model, would correspond to significant in-
creases in stability (Supplementary Table S3).

We explored whether such stability improvements might
be achieved with algorithms like LinearDesign and CDS-
fold, which optimize a different metric, the predicted fold-
ing free energy of the minimum free energy structure,
�G(MFE) (26,27). For several model systems, the coding
sequence with the lowest energy MFE structure was not the
same as the solution with the lowest AUP (Figure 2A). In-
spection of the two solutions clarifies why a structure with
a higher free energy but a lower AUP would be preferred if
we wish to reduce overall hydrolysis (Figure 2B): the min-
imal AUP solution for the HA tag has fewer ‘hot spots’
than the minimal free energy solution (7 versus 15 yellow
nucleotides). Notably, the mRNA sequence maximizing the
codon adaptation index (CAI) (30), often used to guide con-
ventional mRNA design by codon optimization, is more un-
paired. Evaluating AUP and �G(MFE) for these enumer-
ated constructs with other secondary structure algorithms
gave similar discrepancies between the minimum AUP and
minimum �G(MFE) solutions (Supplementary Figure S1).

A two-fold decrease in AUP is achievable for long mRNA con-
structs

To test the applicability of our insights from small peptide-
encoding mRNA’s to more realistic protein-encoding
mRNA design problems, we tested mRNA’s with lengths of
hundreds of nucleotides encoding a variety of target pro-
teins, some with therapeutic potential against SARS-CoV-2
and some commonly used in laboratory settings and animal
studies to test protein synthesis levels (Figure 1C). The four
systems were a multi-epitope vaccine design (MEV) derived
from SARS-CoV-2 spike glycoprotein (S) and nucleocapsid
(N) proteins; nanoluciferase; enhanced green fluorescence
protein with an attached degron sequence (eGFP + deg),
used by Mauger et al. (35) for characterizing mRNA sta-
bility and translation; and the SARS-CoV-2 spike receptor
binding domain (RBD) of the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein.
The protein targets of the mRNA design challenges are fur-
ther described in Appendix B, and sequences are listed in
Supplementary Table S2. Because enumeration of mRNA
sequences is not possible for these problems, we compared
sequences generated by a variety of methods: uniform sam-
pling of codons (‘Uniform random codons’); uniform sam-
pling of GC-rich codons only (‘GC-rich codons’); vendor-
supplied servers from IDT, GENEWIZ and Twist; the algo-
rithm CDSfold (26), which returns a sequence with minimal
�G(MFE) solution; the algorithm LinearDesign, which re-
turns a minimal �G(MFE) solution that is weighted by
codon optimality, as well as sequences from other groups
when possible (35). The algorithm CDSfold has the op-
tion to alter the maximum allowed base pair distance in
the MFE structure of the final generated solution, allow-
ing for solutions with a variety of global morphologies. We
varied this parameter for each design challenge to test if
AUP from CDSfold designs varied with maximal allowed
base pair distance. We further developed a stochastic Monte
Carlo tree search algorithm, RiboTree, to stochastically
minimize AUP of model mRNAs (see Materials and Meth-
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Figure 2. (A) Enumerating all possible coding sequences for small tag proteins reveals that the coding sequence with the lowest energy for its MFE structure
(blue star) is not always the same as the coding sequence with the lowest AUP (red star). (B) MFE structures for mRNA solutions for the HA tag that
minimize AUP, minimize free energy, and maximize codon adaptation index (CAI), with nucleotides colored by their computed probability of being
unpaired.

ods). We note that numerous algorithms have been devel-
oped to solve the problem of designing a RNA to fold to
a particular structure (36,37), and some such as RNAiFold
(38) allow for specifying codon constraints; however, these
algorithms require specifying a desired target structure and
cannot be directly applied here.

In addition, we crowdsourced solutions through the on-
line RNA design platform Eterna (39). 112 participants
(screen names listed in Supplementary Table S4) con-
tributed a total of 3482 solutions over seven rounds span-
ning 23 March 2020 to 2 January 2021 (Supplementary
Table S1). Participants discussed solutions and strategies
in online forums, and sometimes worked cooperatively by
making modifications to other participants’ solutions. Play-
ers also utilized the LinearDesign web server to obtain
initial stabilized structures for portions of puzzles. Early
Eterna challenges, labeled ‘Eterna, exploratory’ in Figures
3 and 4, were not set up with any specific optimization tar-
gets other than a general call to create mRNAs that coded
for the target proteins but formed significant structures in
Eterna’s game interface, which provides folding calculations
in a number of secondary structure prediction packages (see
Materials and Methods). An additional set of Eterna se-
quences were solicited in the ‘p(unp) challenges’, where the
AUP metric was calculated and provided to Eterna partici-
pants within the game interface to guide optimization.

For all four challenges, the sequences with the lowest
AUP values were designed by Eterna participants. We found
that designs from the tested algorithmic and crowdsourcing
approaches encompassed a wide range of sequence space,
as monitored by principal component analysis (PCA), pair-
wise Levenshtein distance, and positional entropy, and that
sequences with low AUP values did not localize to spe-
cific regions of sequence space (Supplementary Figure S2).
Figure 3A depicts MFE structures of the minimal AUP
sequence for each design method for the eGFP + degron
challenge (the longest mRNA), with nucleotides colored by
their unpaired probability, as calculated in the ViennaRNA
folding package (22). MFE structures of minimal AUP se-
quences from each mRNA challenge are in Supplementary
Figure S3. Structures portrayed in Figure 3A indicate visual
hallmarks of structures with lower AUP: solutions from
LinearDesign, CDSFold, RiboTree and Eterna have longer
helices, fewer loops and junctions, and lower unpaired prob-
abilities in stems (indicated by dark purple). Notably, the
solutions with the minimal AUP were distinct from solu-
tions with the lowest �G(MFE) (Figure 3B) for all four
challenges. Table 2 contains summary statistics for AUP
values for design methods separated by standard methods
(codon sampling, gene vendor tools) and methods intended
to stabilize secondary structure (Eterna AUP rational de-
sign, CDSfold, LinearDesign, RiboTree).
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Figure 3. Sequences designed rationally by participants during Eterna’s OpenVaccine challenge result in the lowest AUP values for mRNAs encoding a
variety of model proteins used for studying translation and as model vaccines, ranging in length from 144 nucleotides (the Multi-epitope Vaccine) to 855
nucleotides (eGFP + degron (35)). (A) Force-directed graph visualization of MFE structures predicted for sequences with lowest AUP value from each
design source, colored by the computed probability of each nucleotide being unpaired. (B) While �G(MFE) and AUP are correlated, the design with the
lowest AUP is not the same as the design with the lowest �G(MFE). Starred points indicate the design for each design strategy with the lowest AUP value,
calculated with ViennaRNA.

The values of AUP achieved by Eterna participant sub-
missions in the ‘p(unp) challenge’ (mean and standard de-
viations of MEV: 0.22 ± 0.08, Nluc: 0.24 ± 0.08, eGFP:
0.28 ± 0.08, spike RBD: 0.24 ± 0.08) were significantly
lower than values from standard methods, including codon
random sampling and vendor-generated sequences (MEV:
0.34 ± 0.04, Nluc: 0.36 ± 0.02, eGFP: 0.40 ± 0.02, spike
RBD: 0.39 ± 0.02, Table 2). The lowest AUP values
from Eterna participants (MEV: 0.128, Nluc: 0.155, eGFP:
0.186, spike RBD: 0.148) were lower in each case than
the AUP values of LinearDesign constructs, (MEV: 0.159,
Nluc: 0.186, eGFP: 0.208, spike RBD: 0.167), CDSfold
constructs (MEV: 0.160, Nluc: 0.160, eGFP: 0.206, spike
RBD: 0.165), or of minimum AUP solutions from RiboTree
(MEV: 0.134, Nluc: 0.181, eGFP: 0.214, spike RBD: 0.190).
RiboTree came closest (within 5%) to the minimal Eterna
AUP value for the shortest mRNA sequence, suggesting
that RiboTree was better able to search sequence space for
the shorter sequences.

One of the challenges, the eGFP + degron mRNA, could
be compared to designs developed by Mauger et al. based
on folding free energy optimization (35). The minimal AUP
value from those sequences (0.381) was similar to the value
obtained from randomly sampled codons, indicating that
explicit optimization of AUP rather than folding free en-
ergy is necessary for applications seeking stability against
hydrolysis. Repeating these analyses of mRNA AUP based

on other secondary structure packages (25) reveals similar
results in fold-change and relative ranking of designs (Sup-
plementary Figure S4).

We were interested to note that RiboTree solutions exhib-
ited low AUP while not necessarily minimizing �G(MFE).
Minimum AUP solutions from RiboTree had �G(MFE)
values that were up to 25% greater (less stable) than
�G(MFE) values of minimum �G(MFE) solutions, which
came from Eterna participants (MEV: 7%, nanoluciferase:
12%, eGFP + deg: 25%, spike RBD: 16%). Although
�G(MFE) is tractable as a metric to minimize in dynamic
programming methods, it only represents the stability of
one structure in the structure ensemble of a molecule. We
therefore also compared AUP to the free energy of the
full structure ensemble (�G(ensemble)) for all constructs,
and found similarly that constructs minimizing AUP did
not minimize �G(ensemble) (Supplementary Figure S5).
Minimizing AUP without minimizing either �G(MFE) or
�G(ensemble) may prove to be a valuable design strategy
for developing mRNAs that are stable under storage but
need to be sufficiently unstable as to exhibit cooperative un-
folding by the cells’ translational apparatus.

Diversity of properties related to translation and immuno-
genic function. After establishing the feasibility of design-
ing mRNA sequences with reduced AUP, we wished to de-
termine if these sequences might be viable for translation
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Figure 4. mRNA designs with low AUP (A) have codon adaptation index values consistent with high translation efficiency, (B) show a range of values for
the probability the first 14 nucleotides of the coding sequence is unpaired (AUPinit,14), and (C) do not have helices longer than 33 nts, suggesting they are
unlikely to raise an innate immune response that would shut down cellular mRNA translation. (D) Eterna designs show structural diversity as characterized
by the maximum ladder distance (MLD), the longest path of contiguous helices present in the minimum free energy (MFE) structure of the molecule. (E)
MFE structures predicted in the ViennaRNA structure prediction package are depicted for designs with a variety of MLD values, indicating similarly
stabilized stems for a range of topologies.

Table 2. Statistics of AUP values obtained in comparing different classes of design methods on mRNA design challenges in this study.

mRNA design challenge
Multi-epitope

vaccine Nano-luciferase eGFP + degron
spike
RBD JEV + spike S-2P

Protein length (aa) 47 221 284 210 1303 1273
mRNA CDS length (nt) 144 666 855 633 3912 3822
Standard methodsb, mean AUP
(standard deviation in parentheses)

0.34(4) 0.36(2) 0.40(2) 0.39(2) 0.40(2) 0.40(2)

Stabilizing methodsc, mean AUP
(standard deviation in parentheses)

0.15(2) 0.17(2) 0.20(1) 0.17(2) 0.18(2) 0.19(2)

Stabilizing methodsc, min. AUPd 0.13 0.15 0.19 0.15 0.17 0.17
Mean standard / min stabilized 2.6 2.4 2.1 2.6 2.4 2.4

amRNA length = 3 · protein length + 3 (stop codon).
bUniform codons, GC codons, GENEWIZ, IDT, Twist.
cEterna p(unp) challenge, RiboTree, CDSfold, LinearDesign.
dIn all cases, minimal AUP was achieved in Eterna p(unp) challenge.

and for either preventing or eliciting innate immune re-
sponses. In advance of experimental tests, we tabulated se-
quence and structure properties that have been hypothe-
sized to correlate with translation and immunogenicity.

We first characterized the CAI (30) of sequences across
design methods, as this measure has been implicated in im-
proving translation efficiency (40–44). We found that across

all mRNA design challenges, minimal AUP sequences con-
sistently had CAI values greater than 0.7 (Figure 4A). An-
other design feature that has been hypothesized to influence
protein translation efficiency is the exposure of the CDS
immediately upstream of the initiation codon (45,46). We
calculated the average unpaired probabilities of the first 14
nucleotides (45), termed AUPinit,14, in the presence of our
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model UTRs from human hemoglobin subunit beta (HBB).
A higher value of AUPinit,14 indicates a more exposed ribo-
some initiation site, and is expected to correlate with higher
translation efficiency. We found a range of AUPinit,14 values
possible for low AUP sequences (Figure 4B). These analy-
ses suggest that it is feasible to design low AUP sequences
that are translatable, as assessed by the available metrics of
CAI and AUPinit,14.

Another important consideration is the possibility of
mRNA therapeutics eliciting immunogenic responses from
pathways that recognize double-stranded RNA helices (47–
49). We found that none of the sequences characterized in-
cluded Watson-Crick helices longer than 33 base pairs, a
measure that has been found to be the minimum length that
leads to global shutdown of cellular mRNA translation af-
ter sensing by protein kinase R (PKR) (50), nor longer than
112 bp, a length observed to stimulate cooperative bind-
ing of the Retinoic acid-inducible gene I (RIG-I)-like recep-
tor melanoma differentiation-associated protein 5 (MDA5)
(48) (Figure 4C). However, PKR has been characterized to
bind dsRNA containing bulges and mismatches one or two
nucleotides long within ∼2-fold affinity of A-form dsRNA
(51). We therefore also calculated the maximum dsRNA
length for all designed constructs considering single- and di-
nucleotide bulges and 1 × 1 and 2 × 2 nucleotide internal
loops (Supplementary Figure S6). When considering these
defects, many of the low-AUP constructs have maximum
dsRNA lengths greater than 33 bp, yet still shorter than 112
bp. It may be possible for dsRNA-binding proteins to bind
these constructs with reduced affinity if synthesized with
unmodified nucleotides. In general, the diversity of max-
imum dsRNA lengths achievable for low-AUP constructs
suggests that a less drastic innate immune response might
be achieved and the response may be tunable depending on
whether such responses are desirable (mRNA vaccines) or
not (e.g. for anti-immune mRNA therapeutics).

Finally, the sequences designed in the above challenges
did not contain UTRs. We compared the AUP of the above
designs in the presence of HBB UTRs, as well as AUPinit,14,
as the presence of a 5′ UTR could base pair with a ribosome
binding site. We found that for the collected sequence de-
signs, the AUP calculated in the context of HBB UTRs had
high correlation to the AUP of the CDS only (MEV: 0.91,
nanoluciferase: 0.98, eGFP + degron: 0.99, spike RBD:
0.99, Supplementary Figure S7, UTR sequences in Supple-
mentary Table S2). This indicates that the overall AUP of a
designed CDS also maintains low AUP in the context of
UTRs. The correlation between AUPinit,14 in the absence
and in the presence of UTRs was less robust (MEV: 0.32,
nanoluciferase: 0.57, eGFP + degron: 0.56, spike RBD:
0.71, Supplementary Figure S7), but still suggests that con-
structs may be designed to maintain high AUPinit,14 that is
robust to adding UTRs.

In addition to structural characteristics that affect stabil-
ity against in vitro hydrolysis, translatability and degrada-
tion rates in cells, and immunogenicity of mRNA molecules,
we expect there are many structural characteristics that re-
late to a molecule’s in vivo persistence that are not yet well
understood. The ability to design multiple low-AUP se-
quences with a large range of alternative structures increases
the potential that a functional design may be found in em-

pirical tests or as the connections between mRNA structure
and function are better understood. For instance, in Fig-
ure 3A, we observed that although LinearDesign, RiboTree,
and Eterna sequences for an eGFP + degron mRNA all
have AUP values within 10% of each other, they have differ-
ent secondary structures. The same can be seen for all the
mRNA design problems we tested (Supplementary Figure
S3).

As a quantitative evaluation of structural diversity, we
characterized the maximum ladder distance (MLD) of de-
signed sequences. This measure has been used to describe
the compactness of viral genomic RNAs and has been hy-
pothesized to be relevant for viral packaging, immunogenic-
ity, and biological persistence (52,53). If an RNA molecule’s
secondary structure is represented as an undirected graph,
where edges represent helices, edge lengths correspond to
helix lengths, and vertices correspond to loops, the MLD
is the longest path that can be traced in the graph. Ge-
nomic viral RNAs have been demonstrated to have shorter
MLDs than equivalent random controls, and molecules
with shorter MLDs have been shown to be more compact
experimentally, a feature that may also contribute to persis-
tence (41). We found that AUP and MLD were negatively
correlated across the MEV, nanoluciferase, eGFP + degron,
and spike RBD challenges (Pearson correlation coefficients
of −0.64, −0.59, −0.62, −0.70, respectively, nanoluciferase
values in Figure 4D, all challenges in Supplementary Fig-
ure S8). This overall (negative) correlation reflects how min-
imizing AUP leads to larger average MLD values. Neverthe-
less, we note that the MLD values still fall over a wide range
for sequences with low AUP. Example structures from the
nanoluciferase challenge, depicted in Figure 4E, range from
highly branched, compact structures (Figure 4E, left) to
long, snake-like structures (Figure 4E, right). These struc-
tures exhibit uniformly low unpaired probabilities in stems
(indicated by dark purple coloring), with the main differ-
ence being the layout of stems. In addition to MLD, we cal-
culated several other metrics characterizing structure, such
as counts of different types of loops and junctions, the ra-
tio of number of hairpins to number of 3-way junctions in
the MFE structure, introduced in ref. (52) as a measure of
branching, and mean distance between nucleotides in base
pairs. In all cases, values ranged by over 2-fold in low-AUP
solutions, underscoring the diversity of structures that can
be achieved. The diversity of these structural metrics, as well
as purely sequence-based metrics that may affect mRNA
function, like dinucleotide frequency (54–56), are illustrated
in Supplementary Figure S9.

These results demonstrate that both automated and ra-
tional design methods are capable of finding RNA se-
quences with low AUP values but a wide range of diverse
structures. Testing these mRNAs experimentally for their
translation rates and persistence in cells and in animals may
help address the relationship between MLD and mRNA
therapeutic stability.

Eterna participants are able to design stabilized SARS-CoV-
2 full spike Protein mRNAs

For longer mRNA design problems, including the SARS-
CoV-2 spike protein mRNA used in COVID-19 vaccine
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formulations (3822 nts), we noted that the computational
cost associated with computing thermodynamic ensembles
associated with AUP became slow and hindered automated
or interactive design guided by AUP. We therefore sought
other observables that were more rapid to compute to guide
design of RNA’s stabilized against hydrolysis. We calculated
correlations between many observables and AUP (Supple-
mentary Figure S10), and found that for all four challenges,
the number of unpaired nucleotides in the single MFE
structure was the most correlated with AUP, giving near-
perfect correlations (0.98, 0.99, 0.99, 0.99, respectively). We
leveraged this observation to launch another design puzzle
on Eterna: minimizing the number of unpaired nucleotides
in the MFE structure, as a proxy for AUP, for a vaccine
design that includes the full SARS-CoV-2 spike protein
(‘JEV + spike’). We found that Eterna participants were ca-
pable of finding values for AUP as low as in previous chal-
lenges, despite the fact that the JEV + spike mRNA was over
four times as long as previous challenges. Again, this solu-
tion was distinct from the minimal �G(MFE) design cal-
culated in CDSFold (Supplementary Figure S5). The low-
est AUP value for the JEV + spike protein was 0.17, 2.4-
fold lower than the minimum AUP values from conven-
tional design methods (0.40 ± 0.02). To test whether sim-
ilar optimization could be achieved with automated meth-
ods, we ran RiboTree to minimize the number of unpaired
nucleotides. The larger size of the JEV + spike protein
meant that it took longer for RiboTree to minimize the
solution. Starting from a random initialization and run-
ning RiboTree for 6000 iterations (2 days) resulted in a
construct with an AUP of 0.254. Seeding RiboTree with a
starting sequence partially stabilized using the LinearDe-
sign server (AUP: 0.212) resulted in an AUP (0.206), the
lowest achieved by an automated approach but still higher
than than the best AUP achieved on Eterna (0.166).

The SARS-CoV-2 spike protein sequence used in most
vaccine formulations has been a double proline mutant S-
2P that stabilizes the prefusion conformation of the 1273-
aa spike (57). We launched a final puzzle on Eterna call-
ing for solutions for stabilized mRNAs encoding the S-
2P protein. Participants were provided with a variety of
metrics of both predicted stability and structure (Supple-
mentary Figure S11, Materials and Methods), and were
not specifically asked to optimize any of the metrics. Out
of 181 submissions, the top 9 solutions that were voted
upon demonstrated a diverse set of sequences, some pri-
oritizing structure diversity, some prioritizing high stabil-
ity, all demonstrating low AUP values (Figure 5A). As
with shorter mRNAs, S-2P solutions with the lowest AUP
values––from Eterna participants, RiboTree, CDSfold, and
LinearDesign––demonstrate a 2-fold reduction in AUP
from mRNAs designed through randomly selecting codons
or from codon optimization algorithms from gene synthesis
vendors (Figure 5B).

Highly stable mRNAs are robust to variations in design.
There are several design contexts in which it would be ad-
vantageous to adapt an existing highly stable mRNA de-
sign, rather than design an mRNA de novo. These include
changes in environment (e.g. higher temperature), changes
to protein sequence, potentially needed to rapidly develop

booster vaccines for variant strains (58), as well as altering
the UTRs used, which would allow for flexibility in testing
different expression formulations post-mRNA-design. We
tested the robustness of designed S-2P mRNA stability to
small changes in protein sequence and to different UTRs
for a subset of the S-2P sequences collected. We selected
the 9 top-voted sequences from the Eterna S-2P round,
as well as one representative sequence from other meth-
ods (Twist, IDT, GENEWIZ, GC-rich, LinearDesign and
RiboTree). Predicted structures and predicted fold-change
over conventional mRNA design methods are presented in
Figure 6 for the example mRNA design ‘BugacMan’s Deg-
2 First 14nt Open’ and in Supplementary Figure S12 for
analogous predictions for a second design ‘Eli Fisker Lin-
earDesign Mandelbrot Fractal’.

As a first test of design robustness to destabilizing envi-
ronments, we compared the predicted AUP at the default
temperature of our folding packages (37◦C) to the predicted
AUP at 70˚C. Sequences with low AUPs maintained low
AUP predicted at 70˚C, while sequences with high AUPs
had AUPs raised by roughly an additional 30% (Figure
6A, Supplementary Figure S13). The same global folds and
amount of stabilization over conventionally-designed mR-
NAs were also predicted in CONTRAfold (25) (Figure 6B).

We additionally tested the robustness of the structured
mRNA designs to sequence changes. To test the effect of
adding UTRs, we calculated AUP for the subset of se-
quences in the context of HBB 5′/3′ UTR. The AUP of the
full constructs exhibited very high correlation to the AUP
of the CDS only (0.999). Importantly, highly structured se-
quences also retained very similar low AUP values upon
adding UTRs (Figure 6C). To test robustness of folding
stability with respect to nonsynonymous coding changes,
we tested a simple heuristic to ‘hot fix’ an mRNA design
to code for a new protein variant: for each amino acid
mutation, we replaced the new codon with the most GC-
rich codons for the mutant. We used this heuristic to de-
sign mRNA sequences coding for S-2P antigens appropri-
ate strains B.1.1.7 (59), P.1. (59), and B.1.351 (59), which
present 10, 10, and 12 amino acid changes compared to S-
2P, respectively (protein sequences listed in Supplementary
Table S2). We found that for the mRNAs tested, the AUP
of the modified mRNA had near-perfect correlation with
the AUP of the original mRNA (0.999, 0.996, 0.999, for
B.1.1.7, P.1, B.1.351, respectively). The addition of muta-
tions did not perturb the global layout of the mRNA de-
sign (Figure 6D). Taken together, these results indicate that
for messenger RNAs of similar length to the SARS-CoV-
2 spike protein (3822 nts), predicted increases in stability
are robust to protein sequence mutations and changes in
UTRs.

DISCUSSION

In this work, we have developed a framework for stabi-
lizing messenger RNA against in vitro hydrolysis through
structure-based design. We presented a model relating the
degradation rate of an RNA molecule to the AUP, a
measure readily calculated in available secondary struc-
ture prediction packages. We calculated AUP across a large
collection of messenger RNA designs for small peptides,
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Figure 5. Design of stabilized mRNAs for the SARS-CoV-2 full spike protein achieve the same degree of stabilization as in smaller mRNA design challenges.
(A) Solutions voted upon by the Eterna community show a diversity of structures while maintaining low AUP values. The solutions with the lowest AUP
are structurally similar to and were derived from the �G(MFE) optimal structure from LinearDesign. (B) AUP values from different design methods are
consistent across different mRNA lengths. A two-fold increase in lifetime is predicted by changing from a ‘Standard’ design method (methods that do not
stabilize structure) to a design method that increases structure.

for reporter proteins like eGFP and nanoluciferase, and
for antigens under consideration for SARS-CoV-2 vac-
cines. The solutions with the lowest AUP values––from
Eterna participants, the new RiboTree algorithm, and
LinearDesign––demonstrate a 2-fold reduction in AUP
from mRNAs designed through randomly selecting codons
or from codon optimization algorithms from gene synthe-
sis vendors (Figure 5B). A 2-fold reduction in AUP corre-

sponds to a 2-fold increase in mRNA half-life, a potentially
significant improvement in the context of mRNA biotech-
nology and current logistical challenges facing mRNA vac-
cine distribution for the COVID pandemic: extra days or
weeks of stability of COVID mRNA vaccines in aqueous
buffer could dramatically increase the number of people
who can receive doses and potentially obviate the need
to ship the vaccines in frozen vials (8). Parallel work in
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Figure 6. Low AUP solutions as superfolder mRNAs. Predicted stabilization derived from a low AUP solution is robust to (A) when calculated at higher
temperatures, (B) when calculated in other folding algorithms, (C) in the presence of added UTRs and (D) small variations in protein sequence.

experimentally testing the predicted increase in half-life is
ongoing (60).

Important for practical applications, mRNAs stabilized
through designed secondary structure must remain func-
tional in terms of producing protein in human cells and in
terms of giving a controlled immune response. Experimen-
tal tests of protein production in human cells are ongoing
(60). The immunogenicity of mRNA molecules remain dif-
ficult to predict from sequence and structure, so it is impor-
tant that when designing for one property (i.e. low hydrol-
ysis, as investigated in this work), a wide range of values
for other sequence and structure features should be achiev-
able. We were encouraged to find that low AUP designs do
indeed encompass a variety of structures, as measured by
maximum dsRNA length, maximum ladder distance, num-
ber of multiloop junctions and numerous other properties.
Importantly, if mRNA design efforts require maximizing or
minimizing these sequence or structural metrics, e.g., to en-
hance packaging into lipid nanoparticles or to suppress in-
nate immune responses, both Eterna crowdsourcing and the

automated RiboTree framework allow for optimization of
such properties simultaneously with AUP. Finally, we pro-
vide computational evidence that for mRNA designs at the
length scale of the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein, stabilized
mRNA designs are robust to a number of changes: increas-
ing the temperature, altering the protein sequence (poten-
tially useful for developing ‘booster’ vaccines for variant
strains), and adding different UTR sequences to the de-
signed CDS. By analogy to ‘superfolder’ proteins that are
stabilized against similar perturbations of environment and
sequence (61), we propose to call these sequences ‘super-
folder’ mRNAs.

Further increases in mRNA lifetime through structure-
guided design are likely possible, as the computational
model underlying our study is expected to underestimate
how much stabilization is achievable in practice. In particu-
lar, some secondary structure and sequence motifs may be
less prone to hydrolysis than others (11,16,20). Knowledge
and prioritization of those specially hydrolysis-resistant
motifs in mRNA designs could lower degradation rates
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beyond those achieved in the present study. Critical for
achieving further improvements in stability in practice will
be collection of large experimental data sets mapping hy-
drolysis rates of many RNAs at single nucleotide resolution,
and predictive models of hydrolysis rates trained on such
data sets. Measurements of protein expression from super-
folder mRNAs will also be important to test compatibility
with cellular translation and sustained or increased cellu-
lar lifetime, as has been recently observed (35,60). We pro-
pose that with such empirical knowledge, mRNA lifetimes
in storage and shipping may be extended by much more
than two-fold with maintained or enhanced function.
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